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INTRODUCTION
The Chilliwack Downtown Design Guidelines have been developed to
implement the Oﬃcial Community Plan, adopted in 2014, and the Downtown
Land Use and Development Plan, adopted in 2009. The Downtown Land Use
and Development Plan ar"culates a clear vision for Downtown Chilliwack to be
an a#rac"ve, vibrant, and safe neighbourhood. Through the implementa"on
of the Downtown Design Guidelines, the City of Chilliwack is commi#ed
to ensuring that development enhances the character and quality of the
downtown and creates a pedestrian environment that is memorable and
engaging for residents and visitors alike.
The Chilliwack Downtown Design Guidelines highlight and recognize the
unique character of the downtown core and encourage the restora"on and
enhancement of buildings of heritage value by property owners as a means
of celebra"ng Chilliwack’s unique and signiﬁcant cultural heritage, while
providing direc"on for new development.
Overall, the guidelines recognize that the unique character of the downtown
can be crea"vely enhanced without the need for replica"on of historical
styles and techniques. New development is encouraged to u"lize the form,
propor"on, pa#ern, and detailing of architectural features to form a cohesive
design fabric with exis"ng development.
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GOALS
The Chilliwack Downtown Design Guidelines are tools that advance municipal
policy to facilitate future development that adds to the vitality of the
downtown core. The guidelines aim to promote the Downtown Land Use
Development Plan’s vision of a vibrant and a!rac"ve mixed use core where
new development complements the current form and character of downtown
Chilliwack. Buildings should have their own ‘personality’, yet be sensi"ve to
the surrounding built forms and streetscapes.
The Downtown Design Guidelines aim to create places for people to enjoy
in the heart of Chilliwack by promo"ng the development of built form
that contributes to the life, ac"vity, and visual interest of the pedestrian
environment. The guidelines also serve as an educa"onal tool and resource
demonstra"ng how sympathe"c contemporary architecture can complement
Chilliwack’s unique historic character.

HOW TO USE THE
GUIDELINES
The Chilliwack Downtown Design Guidelines have been developed as a simple
and easy to understand resource, and are intended to be used by Council, city
staﬀ, the Design Review Advisory Commi!ee, applicants and city builders, and
the broader community.
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STUDY AREA MAP
The Chilliwack Downtown Design Guidelines apply to all proposals for
building altera!on and/or new construc!on within the designated Downtown
Development Permit Area as deﬁned by the City of Chilliwack Oﬃcial
Community Plan in DPA – Map 4 (Downtown Form and Character).

1 - Oﬃcial Community Plan Development Permit Area 4
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DOWNTOWN DESIGN
GUIDELINES
1.0

SITE PLANNING
Objec ve: Ensure development components (buildings, access and
parking) are organized and grouped to be easy to understand and
navigate, and to directly integrate both visually and physically to
adjacent buildings and the public realm.

1.1 Building Si ng
1.1.1 ORIENTATION
Buildings shall be oriented towards the street. In order to contribute to a strong
pedestrian experience, the primary building eleva!on shall face the street, with
the windows and main entrance visible and accessible from the street.
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1.1.2 STREET WALL
Buildings shall be aligned parallel to the street edge and should incorporate
a uniﬁed streetscape by maintaining a consistent street wall that deﬁnes the
public realm and provides a posi•ve environment for pedestrians.

2 - Rendering: Street Wall

1.1.3 SETBACKS
Buildings shall be located close to the back of the sidewalk. Front setbacks should be
eliminated in order to create a strong rela•onship between building form and the
public realm. Setbacks will not be permi!ed to accommodate front yard parking.
If any setbacks from the front property line are proposed, they should be
used to animate outdoor space through the development of outdoor sea•ng,
plaza area, or display space. Small front setbacks will also be permi!ed if
required to allow for eleva•on gain to building entryways in order to meet the
requirements of the City of Chillliwack Floodplain Bylaw.

3 - Rendering: Setbacks
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1.2 Building Form
1.2.1 MASS
Development should increase the anima•on and visual interest along the
street by breaking down the mass of buildings into smaller pieces. Expansive
walls should be divided into smaller sec•ons that look unique.

4 - Rendering: Mass
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1.2.2 HEIGHT
Building form within the downtown core should be sensi•ve to its surrounding
context and should minimize sunlight loss to neighbouring streets, parks and
open spaces. Roof lines should be varied to create visual interest and to break
down the sense of building mass along the street.
Buildings taller than three storeys shall incorporate a 3.0 m setback above the
third storey to create a podium along the street frontage. The podium must be
strongly connected to the pedestrian realm and must minimize sunlight loss at
the street level.
Where tall buildings are permi•ed, the applicant must illustrate how buildings
have been arranged and designed to minimize sunlight loss to important public
spaces including: parks, open spaces, streets, and sidewalks. A sunlight study
may be required to illustrate poten•al impacts. For the tower component of
developments with tall buildings, the use of slender towers with small ﬂoor
plates is encouraged.
Outdoor ameni•es are encouraged on the roof tops of tall buildings and on
building podiums in order to promote ac•ve living, ‘eyes on the street’, and
community safety.

5 - Rendering: Height
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2.0

ACTIVE FRONTAGES
Objec ve: Ensure the ground ﬂoor of street-fron•ng development
has the character and quali•es necessary to engage pedestrians,
facilitate safety and create a vibrant streetscape.

8
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2.1 Transparency
The majority of the ground ﬂoor front façade should be transparent in order
to animate the street and to improve downtown safety. Glazing should be of
transparent material with a low reﬂec•ve property, and the use of safety glass
(e.g. tempered glass) is encouraged. From the street, pedestrians should have
a clear view into the ground ﬂoor use.

6 - Rendering: Transparency

Photo 1 - Interior retail
components can be seen
from the street

Photo 2 - Transparent storefront
display

Photo 3 - Views from inside the store
can help promote safety on the
street
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2.2 Ar•cula•on
Façade treatments within the streetscape should be diverse in order to
increase visual interest for pedestrians. Development on the ground level shall
be visually dis•nguishable from the upper levels. Buildings are encouraged to
u•lize architectural detailing such as window designs, diﬀerence in materials,
cornices, colours, or other techniques to diﬀeren•ate between the base and
upper sec•ons of a building.
The base sec•on shall contribute directly to the pedestrian realm by
establishing scale and character at the street level, and the upper sec•on shall
contribute to the overall downtown streetscape and design.
Balconies should be incorporated par•ally or wholly into the building structure
and standalone balcony projec•ons are discouraged.

7 - Rendering: Ar•cula•on

Photo 4 - Diﬀerent materials
and colours used to clearly
diﬀeren•ate between the
lower and upper levels of
the building
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Photo 5 - Diﬀering façade
treatments between the upper and
lower levels of development
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Photo 6 - Window size and façade
treatments create contrast between
the lower and upper levels of the
building

2.3 Entrances
Entrances shall be clearly marked and easy to ﬁnd. The main entrance should
be visible from the street and should be prominently shown on the streetfacing building eleva•on. Special detailing around the entrance is encouraged
in order to highlight the main entryway.

8 - Rendering: Entrances

Photo 7 - Dis!nc!ve corner
treatment highlights
building entrance

Photo 8 - Entrance that incorporates
diﬀerent treatment than rest of building
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Photo 9 - Entrance easily
accessed by pedestrians
directly oﬀ of a main street
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2.4 Corners
Where a development is located on a corner property or at the end of a block,
special considera•on should be given to the side eleva•ons and corners of
buildings. The building should be located close to the intersec•on in order to
anchor the corner.
Development should incorporate tapered corner treatments that increase the
pedestrian space and address the intersec•on, avoiding sharp, blind corners
that are diﬃcult to navigate and reduce public realm space. The building
should also take advantage of high-visibility intersec•ons and corner lots as an
opportunity to act as a gateway or landmark.

9 - Rendering: Corners

Photo 10 - Curved corner
treatment
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Photo 11 - Use of diﬀerent
materials and colours to create
a dis"nc"ve building corner

Photo 12 - Use of banding to emphasize
building corner
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3.0

ACCESS & CIRCULATION
Objec ve: People arrive to the downtown using all forms of
transporta•on ranging from walking to cycling, driving a car to
taking transit. Development needs to be organized to ensure access
and parking (whether bike or car) is intui•ve and convenient without
compromising the pedestrian character of the site and surrounding
development.

3.1 Site access
Ensure the site is easy to access for the pedestrian, cyclist and driver. Driveway
access to automobile parking areas shall be provided from side streets or
laneways. Parking areas for vehicles must be clearly marked and easy to locate,
access, and navigate.
Driveways across primary pedestrian areas should be avoided in order to
maintain con!nuous sidewalk and a consistent streetscape.
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3.2 Parking facili•es
Developments are encouraged to incorporate on-site bicycle facili•es. Bike
racks should be highly visible and provided close to building entrances. Bike
rack design should be reﬂec•ve of the associated building and landscaping, as
well as the surrounding downtown context and character.
Surface parking lots should be located behind development, in order to
preserve the frontage for built form with ac•ve land uses or for use as vibrant
outdoor spaces. Special a•en•on will be required to ensure pedestrians can
have direct, easy and safe access to ground ﬂoor store fronts and sidewalks.
Where a rear surface parking lot abuts the street, landscape buﬀers and/or
decora•ve screening will be required to enhance the surrounding pedestrian
environment.
Exis•ng street parking facili•es should be preserved and used to slow speeds
within the downtown area and to act as a buﬀer between sidewalks and the
road.

10 - Rendering: Parking Facili•es
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3.3 Alley redevelopment
Redevelopment in downtown alleys is encouraged to ac•vate rear lanes, to
u•lize available space eﬃciently and to create interes•ng and invi•ng spaces
for pedestrians. Redevelopment should improve alleyway safety and should
crea•vely contribute to the character and quality of the downtown.

Photo 13 - Invi•ng rear laneway

Photo 14 - Crea•ve use of building forms to
ac•vate rear lane area

Photo 15 - Use of vegeta•on to ac•vate rear laneway
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4.0

ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER
Objec ve: Ensure the design treatments applied to the built
form contribute to the interest, comfort, vitality and character of
downtown Chilliwack crea•ng a unique and memorable experience
for residents and visitors alike.

16
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4.1 Façade treatment
Front façades should address the street, complement adjacent development
and reinforce a posi•ve pedestrian environment. The front façade is the
primary portrayal of the building seen from the street; therefore, it is
cri•cal that the front façade is well designed and contributes to the overall
streetscape.
A secondary façade is any side of a building that does not have a primary
entrance to the street and is typically a side or rear façade that is generally less
ornate than the front façade. Secondary façades should enhance the overall
building design and should not be le• untreated. Property owners are aﬀorded
more ﬂexibility in the treatment of secondary façades and in the use of colour
on secondary façades. Secondary façades provide an opportunity for the
crea•ve design of lesser used areas and for the incorpora•on of public art or
murals within the streetscape.
Regardless of treatment, secondary façades should be adequately detailed,
should not detract from the front façade, and should contribute to the overall
character and quality of Downtown Chilliwack.

Photo 16 - Front façade treatment
that contributes to the pedestrian
environment

Photo 17 - Use of mural on
rear façade of building

Photo 18 - Crea!ve treatment
of secondary façade
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4.2 Windows and Doors
The form, propor•on, pa•ern and detail of windows and doors should be
complementary to the surrounding context.
Windows should be largest at the ground level and should incorporate clear
glazing that encourages views from the street into the ac•ve uses. Upper
levels will feature smaller windows that incorporate a symmetrical pa•ern and
detailing. The use of glass block masonry is not permi•ed on the ground ﬂoor
and is discouraged on all other levels of the building.

11 – Rendering: Windows & Doors

Photo 19 -Complementary form and
propor!on of building windows
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Photo 20 - Symmetrical
pa"erning and detailing
of lower and upper level
windows
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Photo 21 - Windows with clear
glazing encouraging views to
and from the street

4.3 Awnings and Canopies
Awnings and canopies are design elements used as a form of protection
from the elements and a pedestrian amenity in the downtown core.
Material and design of awnings and canopies are flexible, however, chosen
materials and design should be reflective of the surrounding downtown
context and character.
Awnings and canopies should be located at a minimum height of 2.5 m (8
•) above the sidewalk to lowest structural (members), with a minimum
projec•on of 0.92 m (3 •) from the building face, and a minimum setback of
0.62 (2 •) of the face from the curb edge.
Awning and canopy colours and fabrics should respect the colour pale•e
of the building to which it is aﬃxed, as well as the general colour scheme
of the surrounding streetscape. The use of a variety of colours and pa•erns
and/or backligh•ng is permi•ed; however, colours and fabrics should be
complementary to the broader image of the downtown core. The use of bright
primary colours or pa•erns, or overly lit awnings and canopies is discouraged.

12 - Rendering: Awnings & Canopies
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Photo 22 - Use of awning as an architectural feature
create interest within the streetscape

Photo 23 - Use of tradi!onal awning

Photo 24 - Contemporary glass canopy

4.4 Materials
New development is encouraged to u•lize building materials that reﬂect the
natural characteris•cs of the surrounding landscape and contribute to the
exis•ng downtown character. For exterior building ﬁnishing, materials such as
masonry, wood and metal are preferred.

20
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4.5 Signage
Signage is a cri•cal visual element used to promote and iden•fy businesses
and to contribute to the visual character and ambience of Downtown
Chilliwack. As such, it is important that signage throughout the downtown
core is of high quality. Signage may take a number of forms including: fascia,
projec•ng, awning, window and freestanding signage.
Individual signage design is encouraged to be crea•ve and innova•ve while
respec•ng the overall character of the downtown. Signage colours must
complement the overall downtown streetscape and the building to which it is
aﬃxed. In general, preference is given to unique and visually appealing externally
lit signs in the downtown core. The use of plain, backlit box signs is discouraged.
Ul•mately, the scale, type, and number of signs permi•ed on any given
building is governed by the City of Chilliwack Sign Bylaw.

13 - Rendering: Signage

Photo 25 - Corporate logo use
in an urban se!ng

Photo 26 - Use of upright signage that
is in keeping with downtown character

Photo 27 - Use of colour in
signage
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4.6 Colour
The strategic use of colour on buildings is encouraged to support a vibrant
and visually a•rac•ve downtown streetscape; however, development should
ensure sensi•vity to the surrounding downtown context.
Buildings should incorporate a colour scheme composed of up to four
complementary colours to create visual interest and highlight architectural
features. Single colour paint schemes are discouraged and should be avoided.
The dominant colour applied to majority of the façade should be more
subdued and muted while more dynamic and contras•ng colours are
encouraged to be used for deﬁning architectural features or trims, such as
window frames, door frames, and mouldings, as appropriate. The largescale use of colour accents shall be limited to the ground ﬂoor and should
complement the colour schemes of adjacent buildings. Bold primary colours
should not be used on the majority of the façade.

4.7 Ligh!ng
Ligh•ng is an important design element used to convey the in•macy, character,
comfort and safety of the downtown area. Ground level ligh•ng must be used
to improve street level ambience and pedestrian safety.
The use of ligh•ng as a method of enhancing the appearance of the structure
during hours of low light condi•ons is encouraged. Ligh•ng aﬃxed to buildings
provides the opportunity to highlight architectural elements, unique building
features, and building signage.

4.8 Window Decals
Window decaling is permi•ed, where it priori•zes transparency and aesthe•c
design and avoids domina•ng the building design, to promote visual character
and safety. Window decal standards are based on maximum window
coverage—total por•on of window space used—and apply to a grouping of
connected windows, including glass doors.

22
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The following is permi•ed:
•

25% maximum solid graphic decal or

•

40% maximum perforated decal—no less than 50% transparency
(50/50—vinyl/perfora•on) or

•

40% maximum frosted decal or

•

40% maximum •nted decal—no less than 40% transparency

5% maximum solid graphic decal can be included in the total 40%
maximum for perforated, frosted, or •nted decals.
Variances may be sought for crea•ve and aesthe•c designs that
achieve a high level of transparency and avoid domina•ng the
building character. Third party adver•sement is not permi•ed.
Deﬁni"ons:
•
•
•
•

Solid Graphic decal: solid image including text and colour blocks
with no transparency
Tinted decal: semi-transparent •nted ﬁlm
Frosted decal: no transparency; lets light in but you can’t see in
or out
Perforated decal: semi-transparent with openings

Approximately 25% solid
graphic decal

Approximately 40% perforated
decal with 50% transparency

Approximately 25% solid
graphic decal

Approximately 40% frosted
decal which includes a 5%
solid graphic decal

Perforated

Approximately 25% solid
graphic decal

Approximately 40% !nted
decal which includes a 5%
solid graphic decal
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Examples of decals where a variance may NOT be supported due to low transparency and a dominant impact
on building character.

Examples of decals where a variance MAY be supported due to a crea•ve and aesthe•c design that maintains
transparency and avoids domina•ng the building character and maintain transparency.

24
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4.9 Gates
Outside gates to secure entry/exitways in front of commercial building doors at the
front, side or rear of a building are an important security element for businesses.
Common gate types (roll-down, accordion and wrought/cast iron or similar in
appearance), can all be transparent. Transparency is achieved when you have a clear
view into the ground ﬂoor use from the street. This adds visual interest and an element
of surprise to the street. It also allows for window shopping and marke"ng of products.
Transparency improves safety with addi"onal ligh"ng on the sidewalk and eyes on the
street, and makes an area feel safe and invi"ng during and a#er business hours.

To achieve transparency and consistent design, gates shall be:
•

preferred gate type: ﬁxed gates (wrought/cast iron or similar in appearance);

•

accordion and roll-down gates also permi%ed

•

100% transparent (clear view into the ground ﬂoor use from the street for the full
area of the gate)

•

a complementary colour to the building wall

•

connected to a commercial use only

•

either an ornate design with detailing and pa%erns on bars or a plain design with
clean lines

•

gate boxes (the long boxes above a storefront window that hold rolled-up security
gates when not in use) shall be hidden behind awnings or painted to match the
building wall

Gate proposals shall not be:
•

connected to a residen"al use

DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES
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Supported gate examples:

Fixed gate 100% transparent with ornate design
showing detailing on bars and complementary
colour to the building wall

Fixed gate 100% transparent showing plain
design with clean lines and complementary
colour to the building wall

Gate box
hidden behind
awning

Accordion gate 100% transparent with
complementary colour to the building wall

Roll-down gate 100% transparent with
complementary colour and gate box hidden behind
awning

26
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5.0

BUILDINGS OF HERITAGE VALUE
Objec ve: Promote the protec•on and enhancement of buildings of
heritage value in the downtown core.

5.1 Historic Architectural Context
The City of Chilliwack was established in the late 1800’s as a service centre for
the surrounding agricultural area, at what is now known as “Five Corners”:
the convergence of Yale Road, Young Road, and Wellington Avenue. As the
third oldest municipality in Bri!sh Columbia, Chilliwack possesses a notable
collec!on of intact historic architecture within the downtown core. Exis!ng
architectural styles within the downtown commercial area range from western
boom town wood frame construc!on, to Late Victorian styles such as Queen
Anne, Edwardian, Beaux Arts, Classical Revival, and Italianate, and picturesque
styles such as Art Deco, Mission Revival, and Tudor Revival.
Over the years, many of the commercial structures in the downtown area have
undergone renova!ons, which have diluted their original historic appearance
and value. The Design Guidelines generally encourage the restora!on and
enhancement of historic design treatments and materials. Owners of historic
buildings are encouraged to use the following guidelines when considering
building renova!ons, façade improvements or other site enhancements.

DOWNTOWN DESIGN GUIDELINES
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5.2 Applica•on of Guidelines for Buildings of Heritage
Value
Buildings built in the prevailing historic styles from Chilliwack’s earlier period
1890’s to 1940’s (Late Victorian, and Picturesque eras) may have poten•al
heritage value. Design guidelines for buildings of heritage value are provided
here for property owners who wish to conserve and enhance the heritage
value of their buildings in the downtown core, when undertaking building
renova•ons, façade improvements or other site enhancements.
A formal heritage designa•on may also be voluntarily pursued by property
owners, in accordance with the City’s Municipal Heritage Designa•on Policy
As investment in the Downtown con•nues, new buildings are an•cipated to
support revitaliza•on goals. In balancing heritage conserva•on and downtown
development objec•ves, the approach will be as follows:
•

For voluntarily designated heritage buildings / sites: The City requires
a heritage altera•on permit in accordance with the City’s heritage
designa•on policy. Historic guidelines in the DPA are provided to support
renova•ons and altera•ons.

•

For buildings deemed to have poten•al heritage value: Property owners
wishing to renovate or alter a building are encouraged to evaluate the
condi•on of the building and follow the historic guidelines, where the
total cost of repara•ons, structural reinforcements, or other requirements
to support the reten•on of buildings and ensure current building
standards is not cost-prohibi•ve.

Where a building of poten•al heritage value is demolished as part of a broader
community goal: Developers are encouraged to consider alterna•ve ways
to honor the heritage value of the site and building to the community (e.g.
through appropriate documenta•on; signage as part of a greater historic
program; or other).

28
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5.3 Guidelines for Buildings of Heritage Value
5.3.1 ROOF FORMS AND MATERIALS
Roof forms should respect the precedent scale and form displayed by
surrounding historic architecture. In most cases, a ﬂat roof with an internal
drainage system is the most appropriate for the downtown area.
In addi•on, roof forms are encouraged to reﬂect the pa•erns of the
surrounding mountainous environment in order to contribute to a varied
skyline rhythm, either through pitched roofs or through the use of varied
parapet wall designs.
Historically accurate roof materials should be used in the restora•on or
redevelopment of historic buildings. Typical roof materials include: coloured
metal with standing seam or ba•en rib proﬁles, non-ferrous metals (copper,
zinc, bronze), bitumen based rooﬁng systems on ﬂat roofs, sawn wood
shingles, and clay •les on Mission Revival style buildings.

Photo 28 - Historic streetscape with varied roof lines

Photo 29 - Example of low-rise commercial building
with ﬂat roof

Photo 30 - Roof line varia"on between adjacent
buildings
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5.3.2 PARAPET AND CORNICE TREATMENTS
Parapet and cornice elements are important ornamental features on buildings.
Detailed parapet and cornice treatments are encouraged in order to enliven
the skyline and to reﬂect the surrounding natural environment and local
historical architectural styles.
Original parapet and cornice treatments should not be removed from buildings
of heritage value. Rather, they should be maintained and restored in a
historically accurate fashion. Where elements are missing or deteriora•ng,
the replacement and repair of historic parapet or cornice elements should be
based on credible historic documenta•on.

Photo 31 - Historic building with
a dis•nct parapet treatment

30

Photo 32 - Historic building
incorporates cornice
treatments along the roof
line and across the façade

Photo 33 - Close-up of unique historic
parapet treatment
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5.3.3 WINDOWS AND DOORS
Windows and doors are important architectural elements that express the
historic character of a building. As such, original, historic windows should be
retained and restored whenever possible.
Restora•on and redevelopment of buildings of heritage value should respect
the exis•ng form, propor•on, pa•ern, detail, and material of window and door
openings, and should complement the precedent fenestra•on pa•erns of the
surrounding historic architecture.
Where the removal of an historic window is required due to structural or
energy conserva•on issues, the window should be recreated using the same
materials. Generally, the window should retain the same form, detailing, and
func•on.
Similarly, buildings of heritage value in the downtown core should retain
original historic doors and doorway design. Where restora•on work is
required, doors should be of wood material with tradi•onal detailing. Where
this is not possible, coloured (anodized or painted) metal doors may be
permi•ed.

5.3.4 BUILDING MATERIALS
Historically accurate building materials should be used as exterior ﬁnishing
materials on buildings of heritage value within the downtown core.
Restora•on and redevelopment work should retain and use any exis•ng
original historic building materials.
Generally, synthe•c materials are discouraged, in favour of natural (organic)
materials. Original historic materials should not be replaced with synthe•c
counterparts, nor should historic materials be covered with modern materials.
Where historic material has been covered, it is recommended that it be
uncovered and restored to as near original condi•on as possible.
Original historic building materials prevalent in the Chilliwack downtown area
include: stone, brick, stucco, cast concrete, concrete block, ceramic & vitreous
materials, wood siding materials, and metal. The style and design of various
exterior ﬁnishing materials should respect the original historic appearance.
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5.3.5 COLOUR
Colour selec•on for individual historic buildings within the downtown should
consider the appearance of the overall streetscape to ensure compa•bility.
Where possible, colours should be chosen based on credible historic
documenta•on. Otherwise, colour selec•on should conform to the “historic”
pale•e, as prescribed in Appendix A.
Development should u•lize a paint scheme composed of up to four
complementary colours to create visual interest and highlight architectural
features. Single colour paint schemes are discouraged and should be avoided.
Contras•ng paint colours may be applied to architectural trims to accent the
decora•ve features of the building façade, including: window frames, door
frames, cornices, and other moldings, as appropriate. The use of extremely
dark or light colours (e.g. pure white, pure black, chocolate brown) should be
avoided.
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APPENDIX
Historic Colour Pale!e

